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l],:!mephi.c. and Aeeeuetin en,1 Andient:.on

to Edneat!,onai

Thf, stud:: o Frinpewor rc:loi-re ment:; has received much attent::.en Ciller: 1963.

The c!ecn:glhq; of nc:ly indopcndnt countries called for solution: to their de:relopmcnt

by traininr lnbor force thIlt ;:ould contribute to their econolie growth. uNrco
and OECD were at tic o;:igin of many studin in thin cs wei:e the U.S.A.,

Canada nnci other iudustvialized. countries which have made estimates of their h.i;!,Ily

qualified manpower necdc, Recent bibliographies on the subject convince us ab,:ut

the importance of the problem and the serious efforts that were made to bring bout

significant contributions.
1

Today, it may be argued that the results of tie studies did not come up to

the epectation of those involved in the conduct of manpower research. Tbe high

pereentoge of unemployed profesL;ionals we are now experiencing brings us to formulc,te

vigorous objections toward certain economic cheories concerning the rate of rf:turn

on education, The periodic shortages and surpluses of scientillIs and engineers or

the imbalanced cycles of demand and supply of as qualified manpower oblige us to

revise our policy of action. Also, the crecendo of.the early sixties that considcre6

the.y,t.:Aongation of schooling as a-mechanism that would generate additional production

and returns is diminished by the actual economic crisis and the protest of university

graduates looking for work.

The 'expectations of higher eduCation would be less deceiving if a body of

information was provided to people concerned, unive):sity authorities and students

alike. For example, research results about graduates or drop-outs at the beginning

of their earning careers; or the results of a longitudinal study of student

by cohorts. This study would follow up the students in their year-toyear proL;reson,

in their graduation and their integration to the labor force. Such a study would

not consider university drop-outs as wastage but would follow up these "semi-ini:-bed"
and .

human resources so as to know the reasons they quit school to clarify up to what

extent their partial studies helped them in their job. A longitudinal study could

.../

I. "International Dev:opment Education, " /ERA Review of Educational Researeh,
3 (June 1968), bibliographies of the diffetent reviews; K. Lederer ancl P. I;ourL!ette,
SI:Jr:etc-A, Annotated Blbliopraphv on ref power Xveluation. Alberta: 11.R.R.C., 1970:
A.P. Contayalriopoulos, Previ.sions besoirw en maind'oeuvre hautement qualifiee
et21unUicc,tio!;depedueaion. Montreal: La Conkjrcnce des Recteurs et des
Principaux des briversits de Quebec, May 19 1, Bibliography.
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somz aspets on which w.i! i3tto..- on.

The aim o.T. ok showing 1-1),:! need :For dero,.)graph;.c acconati)

or the stut: lv,pulati,)n, containing life-squ.mcs or soc!.(11 aspect:: thot may

be used a:: indltors in the decision-::IaLing ok univ:Irsities or of the student's them-

selves. Als',), informai.i.on may be. easilyliaflted with educatio::al snd may

eNp2oym!Int stnristics or to aspects of professional and social mcAi.lity Once in-

tegraLed, this body of infmmntion contribute:-; Lo an amplified social accounting.
2

The functionnirici of the deiraphic necouutiii7. almlie0 to educ.ational

The de=graphic accounting is a means of arranging within tha same framework

incongrous dom. ;ographic and social data. A longitudinal analysis is the logical

way to deal with population phenomena. Like other types of accounts, the demographic

version is based on the balance of inflows and outflows during a certain period.

By borrowing from economics the concept of semi -iinished and finished products, the

approach consists of taking human beings as a basic unity around which df.fferent

categories of social statistics are integrated, and to establish a series of input-

output matrices. The latter provide an account of student stocks and flows, from

one year to :%nother and from one educational activity to a different one, as the

national economic accounting gives information on stocks and flows of capital, labor,

goods and services.

From an operational point of view, the student prpulation should be considered

by cohorts and shou;c1 be distributed by school-years; each school-year Thcould be

divided in categories reflecting the characteristics in which we are interested:

age, sex, discipline, level of studies, profession desired, etc. The coAbination

of the different data written down in matrices provides a number of compouite categorie!;

or "situations" that enables us to discern the gradual transformation of human sto:Ats.

Thus, dmographic accounting becomes a tool for educational planning.-

The difference between the accounting method and the traditional approach in

university management is due to the fact that the latter looked for data concerning

its adminisi,ative needs only University achenistrators collected statistics on

. /

2 R. Stone, Demo,raphic Accountinz and Mod:11-Building. Paris: OECD, 1971. The
author describes some aspects of demographic accounting and its links with the
economic accounts. This paper borrows from his report.
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sindent ::toek!; an,1 ciLl not pay atentien ¶ :c ctudt:ut flows, t:houh it kno;:n ciuiLo

chanrcf.: la tuden:: whaL rally ell!.traeteri, a univity

The trditional appro:;ch ::reaL,d its own whon consii: drop-out:: a

wastage aiul Thi aLtiLud 06COUCike, by certain (C. ,- 11C

which considerd graduates as find products and tlul Lchool rnt

for drop-ouLs as a lo:::. From n huan capital. ;tandpint, a :31ai-finished product

can integrate in the labor force and the re%nree,; invested in its training it not

considered as wastap,e- This aspect of human resources developat is valorlmtd in

demographic accou9tip. The procr,ss would be to follow up by qucstionnaires student:,,

that hove left sc-h?,e1 so as to know why they quit. Did the training they received

correspond to their e::pectotions? Are they working? Are they working in the fiell

they were prepared for? Up to what extent the training received helped them find

a job or is helping them in their present occupation? etc...-These specific questions

and others could also be put to graJuates during the period following their graduation.

Thus, the university rill systematically receive a feedback to its curricula and

a better information about its activities.

Sociological aspects that may explain student mobility are reflected in the

answers to the questionaire. These aspects would contribute to clarify the relation

existing between the university as a training institution and the labor force as

well as the relation existing between the university community and the public

gnleral. Data collected from this inquiry may help to foresee the reasons and factors

that bring about change. and may enlighten about the university evolution in different

circumstances.

The setting up of a demographic accounting

As in other accounts) demographic accounts are based on inflows and outflows

balance during a given pediod. In our case, these flows consist of students that

are following a university term (one school-year) or arc leaving the term wether

to pursue the following year's curriculum or to become part of the "outside world".

The surviving ones of the preceding year constitute the initial stock for the present

year and the survivors that pass on to the following year are considered as the

terminal stock. For a given period the balance between inflows and outflows implies

that the difference between the two stocks represent the cont)ibution of the out-

side world (students entering the second or the third -2,!ar of the curricula).

.../



!t.

To leld a demogeephie aecouting 'he etudent eepulet!ee nle:t be die-

tributed by grade:: on a yearly baeis, taking into aecouet eherecterie%ics thee might

be helpful such as Feeelty, departmcwt, programes, uedevgradeate or graduate )evels,

etc. Once data hevc becn structui:ed within a tree-)ner,:ic free!enork, they mu be preeen;:ed

as entries ill an account shewing, on one side, in what forieetion each group enters

the period and en the other sidG, ho it redietribetes itself ,amen; the various

categories before leeving the period. Thu accounting identities connecting the flcwe

and stocks will ensure that the safile number of students wil) flow out of a cetegeey

as have flown into it Nevertheless, before setting, up accounts, it is nceessary

to 1w.v a clear idea of how one intends to determine the elements. What is a student

population? What are the main characteristics that ought to be brought out: and how

should they be combineT? Which is the best way of presenting the information?

Here are some pnints we would have to solve. A) The time interval - In economic

accounts the time interval consists of a year and is based on the civil year.. In

education it would be logical to reeein the first of October, since this would give

us the student repartitionat theb47;inning of the academic year. It would he difficult

to calculate the-inscriptions on a semester, half-time or part-time periods. The

initial choice favors student cohorts based on year-to-year flows. This choice

may be reconsidered later on when the acquired experience will facilitate adaptations.

B) Definitions of categories and situations - Categories and classifications appropriate

to demographic accounting are partly institutional, partly economic, partly familial
Et.

and partly personal. Concerning students, the age, the sex, the object and level

of studies, the'occupation of those who have quit or graduated, etc. constitute

the categories and situations. The interaction of these classifications create com-

posite categories or situations that allow to divide the population in differentiated

groups or life-sequences such as being 23 years old, having terminated a B.A. with

honors and working in one's specialization. C) Horizonte' analysis and cohorts -

As in economics, in demographic accounting a distinction is made between the horizontal

analysis (in a particular year) and the time-series analysis,. We can consider the

changes of state occuring iv a particular year for all the studenbiwho flu into

that year; we can also follow up through succession the evolution of a student cohort.

It SS quite obvious that a study which does not extend over a "generation" (the period

..../

@ The same longitudinal studies may be pursued for student groups as well as for
labor cohorts in the principal economic sectors and the services.
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which covers a university underern.duste or ee.adoWse progrem end thir inteeretlen

of the !,11,1ent:c the 1)1:12, to the labor fore.0 would h.

1)) Metheds ef pl.c%wntation -- Whfltever the :.;y5tem %! Lt uf:c to roter tilr jrrEor,:rabos

wok::..11!.4 per- oraLed crci!; otc., the informatien must contein a numeriesl

expression tha would i'acilitate the comprehension es:: the systeJr by showing the

menner in which the elements are related and the validity of the arAhmetieal

expression,

The Utility of Dell,na-!.aphic Aceountne

A demographic account model is based on year-toyear flow of educational actirities.

It brit:es to light the students repartition, and its preeision depends mainly on

the informations that can be included in the model. It can be imporved in a later

stage. Like all input-output models/ the demographic version is based on fixed-choice

assumptions that: are rigid at times; in its initial phase some questions remain

which it cannot answer. It may help in the following cases.

a) When making educational projections it is necessary to take into account

changes in the educational system. Educational statistics, those of the universities

included, concentrate much more on stocks than on flows. Thus, it is difficult

to study the system's dynamism. Our model combines the different educatioanl activitios

and brings out a more comprehensive and coherent frame of reference. Information

gathered on graduates or drop-outs may be of great utility as feedback in university

program evaluation or may serve as university and public relations control.

b) The model provides productivity indices (transition coefficients) and makes

possible a number of detailed analyses. In this context it becomes a tool for

educational pinning (see a demographic accounting model in Appendix).

c) Our model may be linked to other demographic accounting models such as those

concerning community colleges. Access to higher education depends on the combined

factors such as previous courses taken, family and environment that condition the

desire to pursue forther studies. The linking of the community college outflows

with our inflows may guide the authorities concerned with future university population. 1

d) Similarly, for employment reasons, it is necessary to link the outflows

of our system with the inflows of the labor force. The combination of educational

and employment: data may help studants in the choice of their careers and provide

feedback to the university activities.

e) An integrated system helps to find out up to what extent the existing data

may be adopted to analytical needs. Thus, outflow data concerning students entering

their professional like is seldom collected, our model may contribute to the data

needed for econelate planning.

6
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f) An inc:grAted s,::31;0:11 is indi.spen,:able ccmputicqc puc1')ocJf2s. An (:)..82

understann:; of the connitiona ,,Jwcug com;idc:rable Kts of infOrtion givCS all

the to a fromwok in whic.h every is ::en to have its n1.1c.:!.

g) domographic aceountin:1 enrIblc!s the qultntitaLj.ve exprsIon
life-ucquecac. It is Illp.F.111 whc:1 the infomation gathered contribute deciLlol

1-1_;Aking and plan71in8. Me student population liceounts or a certain univzsity L7ay

he added to the total student population of the province or the country so as to

become a ivitioaal accountinp,. Coropilations ba!,:ed on student inflows and outflo,;

linked w5.th the 3mploymc,nt data co,ltrihute to educational planning, to manpower

foi-ecasting and to the economic development in general, it is helpful to many
ends.

It matters little that in the early phases gaps and inconsistencies appear

in e well conceived system, since these deficiencies may facilitate the establisent

of priorities for the collection of new data.

Demnrqphic AccountinQ and its relationship to Institutional Research

What is the relationship of the demographic accounting to institutional research?

The latter also developed in the sixties. It is diversified and may he defined as

the effort made by an organization to study itself so as to.reach its objectives

in a better way. It consists of a systematic analysis of theihnctionning of the

organization and the efficiency with which the latter uses its resources. The aim

of this analysis is to enable the administration to reach better decisions resulting
from a more detailed information.

Today, institutional research in higher education goes beyond the practices

existing in the early sixties. Besides solving management problems and looking for
better utilisation of buildings and equipment, the research tries to reach the hers
of the problem and estimate what is really going on in the classrooms.4

The demegrapIrtc aecunting is linked with institutional research in the following

innner. If the research constitutes a way of studying the system's operation, it

does it in a certain sense from within by testing its different dements, while the

demographic accounting contributes to study the operation from the exterior by pro-

viding a larger frame of reference and by reflecting the feedback of university

trailing and employment relation.

4 F. Rourke and G. Brooks, The wsnagfrial Revolution in lijIier Education.
Baltimore: Join) Hopkins rres.s, 1966, '44-67.

7
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Pcmograph.ic accountin, as has ,..,n said, has suiJ:tantive uses. It cakes pos!:4.1,1e

insitutional proj..:ctior's and arrc_ngvrx.mts and contributes to tlie formulation of
1

co) sistenL educational and manpower poUcies. It aflovs the university to link

1

4

its acounts to those of other univerJities or other social and economic systc.ms

of the province and the country.

I
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(A year-to-ye:or

rr .t.",".

i

New students

t;-

Tii b

A demovri_phic

utilow, University Y., ) 970-71 and 1971-V9)

Total
..,

()=1:14'[

..___________131.(1_11.-Ij_ ________

. 1970-7i 1971-72 r outflows
t (This ( P:.:-:i: vortr)vr)

1

2,050

1969-70
Faculties Last Year [

r

2,000 10,150

1970-71

This year 2,200

2,100

12,150

10,000 12,200

Total inflows t 12,200 12,100
% 604J tr,srs, tar poop .4. ..ro.-- _ 7,10.5,01,4E. ...t.:10.474-11...,06.104. ..;

* Fictitious name and figurt!s.

11%.5.....,- -

Table 2

A symbolic version of Table

Outside
world

,-:-.1:.rsvaletetst ..Asirwr..evasme.

.New students

Faculties

471MM H., 1e.., 41, N.Irliterf

Facu 1.

Next year

Total
outflows

;)

s-vn rye., eatiomper.,...rr.,....res,x-exe,ram,rzta. ,...arrosoutacVaellIti,C.W.Z. l I

A

-1 -1
Last year A a A Si / A P

A ..c." -...,,Nre :
k This symbolic verslon as well as the following moda arc adapted from Stone, 22. cit.,

p. 92-93
-4
.1

Total inflows

Si

Api

:t



1..l'enif;;; of the symbol:i :

P the vector of population flow::,
the vector of now students,

a the vector of leaving stu&nts (graduates, drop outs),
the matrix of survivors,
the unit colnom vector, so that. Si denote:3 the row sums of S,

A the 1:T, operator which shifts in time the variable to which it is
applied, so that: if S denotes this yt-2r's survivors, A-1 S denotes
last year's survivors, and AS denotes yea's survivors,

the primf: superscript(I) indicates transpositions; PI is a row vector
foymed flom the elements of the column vector P, is a matrix formed
by interchanging the rows and columns of S.

Model bfts,:d on outflow coefficients (trvnsition coefficients)

From the rob: for this year in Table 2, we can see that the population outflow,
consists of this year's leaving students (graduates, drop -outs) plus the survivors
into next year.haz is :

P= Si -I- a (1)

from the column for this year, in Table 2, we can see that the flows of population
into this year consist of the survivors from last year plus this year's new students.
That is :

I" = A Si ÷ e'

or, en transposing the variables :

A
-1S'

i e

(2)

( 3 )

A mat::;.1: of t.r(Insition coefficients C, can be forme by dividing the elemen,:s of
each re-: of /t LS by the corresponding clement of A P. Thus :

-1 -1
C = A P A

-1
S (4)

wherry A P denotes a diagonal matrix, that is ,a matrix with the reciprocals of the
elements of A-IP in its leading diagonal. The matrix C shows the proportion in
which the survivors from last year distribute themselves among the various states
open to them this year.

By transposing (4) and post-multiplying by A
-1

P, we can write

A -1
S' = C' A

-1
P (5)

and by snhtituting for A
-I

S' from (5) into (3) we can write

P = C' /1"/P e (6)

Equation (6) connects this year's population flows, P, with it year's population

flows, A
1
P, and this y;:ar's new students, c. On the assumption that C remains conotmlt,

these equations can he usr-td to make forward projectior*:,


